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I. GENERAL 

1. With the increasing use of the Diesel engine the problem of synchronous torsional 
vibration has again been forced on the at tention of marine engineers. Dr. Bauer, in 
1900, was probably the first to show that  dangerous torsional vibration may occur in 
the shafts of steamships. [See Bibliography (1), Art. (71).] In  1901 G~imbel and Frahm 
investigated the cause of several mysterious shafting failures and found that  they were 
due to these synchronous vibrations at the so-called critical speeds (3, 4). Simultane- 
ously with this work, it was shown by J. Fr i th  and E. H. Lamb that  the same form of 
vibration was present in reciprocating engine generator units, and that  many  breakages 
were due to that  cause (2). 

Torsional vibration was the cause of the repeated shafting fm]ures thal; occurred on 
the Connecticut and other battleships of that  class, and likewise on many reciprocating 
engine-driven destroyers (17). In  addition to the many  fractures that  have actually 
occurred with the reciprocating steam engine, doubtless many vessels have been operated 
with torsional vibration that  is not  quite sufficiently powerful in itself to fracture the shaft- 
ing, but, nevertheless, gives extremely high and dangerous stresses. 

2. The Diesel engine, or any form of internal-combustion engine, is far more prone 
to torsional vibration than the reciprocating steam engine. This difference is due to the 
compression stroke and the higher initial pressure, both of which factors produce far 
greater irregularities in the turning effort of the engine than occur with steam. 

Torsional vibration may  occur with any form of reciprocating engine. I1; has caused 
trouble in direct-connected generator units, air craft, motor  cars, etc., as well as in ships. 
While we deal in this paper with marine applications of the Diesel engine, the same treat- 
ment  applies directly to any of these other fields. 

3. I t  will be of interest to those entirely unfamiliar with the subject if we review 
briefly a few of its more fundamental  aspects. 

Vibration "m ~he shafting is due, prhnarily, to periodic variations in the torque of 
the engine. In the Diesel engine these variations are of considerable magnitude. For 
instance, in a six-cylinder, four-cycle, single-acting engine the torque will vary, three 
times per revolution, from approximately -20 per cent to +220 per cent of its mean 
value. This negative torque means that,  three times per revolution, the flywheel and 
other driven machinery mus t actually drive the engine. With a greater number  of cylin- 
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ders, or in two-cycle engines, the torque variation is less, but  this does not  help us appre- 
ciably so far as critical speeds are concerned. 

4. If the engine shaft and all at tached shafting were absolutely rigid in torsion, the 
only effect of this torque variation would be to cause a slight periodic speed variation in 
engine and shafting. One of the purposes of a flywheel is to reduce this speed variation 
to a min imum value. 

Actually the shafting is far from being a rigid body, with the result that,  under the 
influence of the torque variation, the shafting does not  accelerate as a whole, but  is thrown 
into a state of vibration. The entire shafting system, which comprises the engine shaft 
and pistons, flywheel, and all driven shafting and at tached masses, can be considered as 
a torsionally elastic system. This elastic system has one or more modes of normal free 
vibration. These modes of normal vibration are distinguished by the number  of nodes 
associated with each, nodes being points which, with respect to any particular vibration, 
have no motion. We may  have 1 noded normal vibration, 2 noded, 8 noded, etc. In  
general only the first two or three forms are of practical importance. Associated with 
each of these normal modes of vibration is a natural  frequency; the greater the number  
cf nodes the higher the natural  frequency. 

Associated with each of these normal modes of vibration is a normal elastic curve, 
which is a curve whose ordinates for various points of the shaft line represent the relative 
ampli tude of vibration of those points. 

I t  should be noted in particular that  this vibration is an angular, twisting vibration 
of the shaft and altogether different from the transverse vibration between bearings 
sometimes known as "whirling." Also that  the torsional vibration problem is not  related 
in any way to the balance of the engine. 

5. When the shaft is turning at such a speed that  the frequency of the impulses due 
to the torque variation coincides with the natural  frequency of the shaft system, it is at 
a critical speed. Under  these conditions the ampli tude of vibration will build up to an 
extent determined by certain damping factors. The stresses due to this vibration may  
or may  not  be sufficiently great to fracture the shaft. Any elastic system may thus be 
set into violent vibration by applying a series of impulses at properly t imed intervals. 

6. The order of a critical speed is equal to the number  of vibrations occurring per 
revolution of the engine. 

We show later that,  in theory at least, there exist in any 2-cycle engine critical speeds 
of every integral order: 1, 2, 8, 4, etc. ; and that  in any 4-cycle engine there are in theory 
critical speeds of every integral order and half order as well; for instance, orders 41/~, 
5, 8 ~ ,  6, etc. 

A critical speed is distinguished by two quantities: (1) the number  of nodes of its 
normal mode of vibration; (2) its order number.  We may  speak thus of a one-noded 
critical speed of 6th order, 2-noded critical of 41/~ order, etc. 

I t  will be noted that,  since there are several modes of vibration and each of these 
has critical speeds of various orders, there may be, altogether, in a given installation, a 
large number  of critical speeds. Fortunately,  often many  of these, and sometimes all, 
will be of such small ampli tude tha t  they can be disregarded. 

7. We wish especially to emphasize the following points: The critical speeds depend, 
not  on the engine alone, but  on the engine and all machinery driven by it. For  that  
reason it is quite impossible to speak of an engine as having certain critical speeds unless 
full details of all machinery driven by it are known. The successful performance of an 
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engine in one installation, so far as vibration is concerned, is no guarantee that it will be 
equally successful in another. Whether an engine does or does not develop serious tor- 
sional vibration on the test stand is no criterion of what its performance will be when driving 
its actual machinery. 

8. The probability of a cl~tical speed existing in any given installation may be said 
to be proportional to the range of speeds over  which the engine is to be operated. If 
the engine is to be operated at a single speed or over a very narrow range of speeds, it is 
probable that  there will be no critical speeds in the range. If the engine is to operate 
over a wide range of speeds, it is probable that  there will be one or more critical speeds 
within that  range. We describe in more detail later in the paper the possibilities of critical 
speeds in various types of installations. 

If any changes prove necessary in an installation in order to avoid critical speeds, 
these changes must usually be made, not in the engine but in the driven machinery. Co- 
operation is therefore needed between engine builder and user, the user being willing 
to adapt his machinery so as to secure proper conditions for the engine. 

The critical speeds of any given installation can be calculated, before construction, 
within a few revolutions. In the Torsiograph, an instrument invented by Dr. J. Geiger, 
we possess a practical means of determining the critical speeds that  may exist in a com- 
pleted installation (16). The instrument is driven by a belt from the shaft and draws a 
curve representing the variations in angular position from the mean. Critical speeds 
may be determined directly from this curve. Any installation in which there is a possi- 
bility of the existence of critical speeds should be so tested and the dangerous speeds, if 
any, avoided. I t  is quite unnecessary to break a shaft before discovering that  serious 
vibration exists. 

9. The methods and data .given in this paper have been drawn from many sources. 
We have endeavored to acknowledge these, so far as possible, in the bibliography. We are 
indebted to the U. S. Navy Department for permission to publish information and data 
regarding submarine engines, dredges, and crankshaft tests; and to Wm. Cramp & Sons 
Ship and Engine Building Co. for data regarding the Seekonk. 

I I .  T H E  CALCULATION OF T H E  NATURAL FREQUI~NCIES OF V I B R A T I O N  

10. Every torsionally elastic system has one or more modes of normal vibration. 
Associated with each of these modes of vibration is a natural frequency and a normal 
elastic curve. The values of these quantities depend solely upon the distribution, through- 
out the shaft, of mass polar moment of inertia, referred to hereafter merely as "mass," 
and elasticity. There have been devised several methods for the calculation of the natural 
frequency. In all of these, in order for the complex elastic systems found in practice to 
be amenable to mathematical treatment, it is necessary to make several simplifying assump- 
tions; the purpose of these is to replace the actual complex system by a simpler one having 
nearly the same properties. 

There are two methods of obtaining this simplification: 
1. Concentrated M a s s e s . - - W e  may concentrate all the mass at a definite number of 

points of the shaft. For instance, in a Diesel driving flywheel and generator the masses 
would be concentrated at the cylinder center lines, flywheel and generator center line. 
The shafting between these points is considered as having elasticity, but no mass. Methods 
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for the calculation of the natural frequency of such an idealized system have been devised 
by Gt~mbel, Geiger, Holzer, and others (8, 15, 26). 

2. Distributed Masses . - -The  author has devised a method of calculation based on 
the following assumptions. The shafting system is divided into so-called "steps," over 
each of which it is assumed that both mass and elasticity are distributed uniformly. We 
may assume a concentrated mass at any point of such a system or place elasticity between 
two steps, So that the method is very flexible and may be adjusted to the peculiarities 
of any given shafting arrangement. By this method of computation the entire engine 
shaft can be treated as a single unit in the calculations (20). 

It  is scarcely necessary to emphasize the value in practice of having independent 
methods of calculation which may be checked against each other. 

11. When vibrating in one of the normal modes of vibration all points of the shaft 
vibrate in the same phase with simple harmonic motion. This may be expressed mathe- 
matically by writing: 

O = O0 sin pt, (1) 

0 being the angle of vibration at any point and O0 the maximum value of 0 at the same 
point, t = time. 

p, the frequency constant, is connected to the period T and the frequency AT by the 
relations-- 

2~ 
p = 2~rN -- --f-. (2) 

All methods of calculation depend upon the principle that, at the instant of maximum 
amplitude, equilibrium exists between the acceleration forces of the masses and the elastic 
forces due to the torsion of the shaft. 

12. Concentrated Masses and Method of Calculation. 
Let d be the mass polar moment of inertia of any concentrated mass. If it is vibrating 

with a maximum amplitude O0 the torque it exerts when 0 is a maximum is given b y - -  

M = J d2 o = J o0 p2 (3) 
g dt 2 g 

The successive masses will be denoted by subscripts as J~, J,, J,, etc., the properties 
of the shaft connecting them by the double subscripts (1, 2) (2, 3), etc. 

In any piece of shafting between two masses as (1, 2), the torque and the angle of 
twist are connected by the relation h 

M 
0 = --C- (4) 

C being a constant for that  shaft section calculated from the known dimensions of the 
shaft. If the shaft is of uniform section we have--- 

/ C = M MGH GH 
-O -- M ~  = - 7 -  (5) 

G being the shearing modulus of elasticity, H the po]ar moment of inertia of the shaft, 
l the length between the adjacent masses. 
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If the shaft is not  of uniform section we have--- 

M 1 
(6) 

g \ i-#-~,,d 
The total torque in shaft (2, 3) will be: 

j,: p2 ( j~p2,~ J1 p2 1 + ~  g \ ~ >-77A,=] g 

If the system comprises only two masses, the above expression is equated to 0, giving--  

p ~ _  g C l , 2 ( J l + J 2 )  = 0 
]I  A 

1 ~//ig C,,= (J~ + J=) 
N = ~ _ _  ]1 J= (7) 

This well-known formula may  be applied to many  of the cases that  arise in practice. 
If we have engine and flywheel amidships, a long line shaft, and propeller aft, let 

J ,  be the moment  of inertia of engine and flywheel, J= that  of propeller and C,,, the line 
shaft  constant  from propeller to flywheel. Then with fair accuracy N will give the one 
noded natural  frequency. The two masses vibrate as shown in Pig. 5, Plate 84, the node 
being at their common center of gravity and their respective amplitudes of vibration 
inversely proportional to their moments  of inertia, tha t  i s -  

01 J~ 
o2 J1 

13. If we had continued this process past  the third mass, we would have obtained a 
quadratic in p2 giving finally: 

1 ~Ig~//A_¢_~!A2_B N=G 

where A = C1,= (Jl + J=) + C2,a (J2 + Ja) 
2 J1 J= 2J, Ja 

and B = (J~ +J2  + Ja) C1,= C=,a (8) 
J1 J~ J~ 

The roots are the two natural  frequencies of the system. 

The torque of mass 2" 

o r  

the summation being carried out between adjacent masses. 
In  Plate 85 is shown an arrangement of such masses, numbered consecutively. 
Let us assume an ampli tude of vibration of uni ty for mass 1. Then the torque it 

exerts is, by (3), J1 g PL which is the torque in the shaft (1, 2). 

J1 p2 The twist of mass 2 will therefore be The  twist in the shaft (1, 2) will be, by (4), gC,,----~," 
1 J1 p2 

g C1,2 
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14. If the process is continued to n masses, we will obtain an equation for solution 
of the (n - 1) order in p~. Wydler (28) shows how this equation may be written and 
its roots obtained. 

In practice, however, if there are more than three masses, it is far easier to resort to 
a process of trial and error. We assume a value of p and work through the entire system, 
using numerical values, and finding finally the torque remaining beyond the last mass. 
If this is 0 the value of p so assumed is one of the frequency constants. If a curve be 
plotted of this remaining torque for various values of p, the points where the curve cuts 
the axis will be the frequency constants of the given system. 

15. The work may be most conveniently arranged in tabular form. In Plate 85 is 
given the tabulation by this method for the dredges D a n  C. K i n g m a n ,  etc. For N = 15.3 
the excess torque is positive and for N = 15.4 negative, showing that  the calculated 
natural frequency lies between these values. In column 1 are the masses divided by g. 
Column 4 gives the inertia torque of each mass, column 5 the total inertia torque of all 
masses up to and including the one calculated. Column 5, divided by the C of the shaft- 
ing in which that  torque occurs, gives the twist in that  section in column 7. This twist, 
added to the twist of the last mass (algebraically), gives the twist in the next successive 
mass in column 3, and so to the end. The last figure in column 5 is the excess torque after 
the last mass. 

There have been various modifications of the above process proposed, designed 
with a view to shortening the labor of computation, but we have found the method given 
to be the most practical, and it has the further advantage that it may be extended to the 
calculation of forced vibrations. 

16. I t  is evident, after we have obtained the closing value of p, that  in a table with 
this value we have at hand the relative amplitude of vibration of all the masses, that  is, 
the normal elastic curve, and the vibration torque at any point of the shaft, for an ampli- 
tude at mass 1 of 1 radian. 

For a critical speed of known amplitude the vibration torque at any point may be 
found by multiplying the tabular torque by the actual amplitude in radians at mass 1. 
Prom this torque the vibration stress can be calculated. 

Distr ibuted M a s s e s  

17. Consider a step of uniformly distributed mass and elasticity such as is shown in 
Fig. 1, Plate 84. The conventions of sign are shown in the figure and are of importance. 

Let J .  be the mass polar morhent of inertia per unit length. 
Let H = stiffness moment of inertia. 
If a length dx  of this step is vibrating with a maximum amplitude 0, the torque exerted 

by it will be, by (3), J~' dxOp2, which will be minus the increment of torque in the length dx. 
g 

For a length dx  we have 
d O d=O 

M = + G H  ~ or d M  -- G H  ~ dx (9) 

d=O J~p=o - m ' o  (10) Therefore dx 2 = gGH = 

which leads to 
o = a c o s  (rex + .y) (11) 
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as its general solution; and 
M = -- GHma sin (rex + 7) 

= pa sin (rex + 7) (12) 

C being defined in the same way as for the concentrated mass method and y being the 
total mass moment of inertia of the step. 

The solution in a system of any complexity must be by trial and error, and is accom- 
plished in the same manner as the solution for concentrated masses; that is, starting at 
one end where the torque is 0 and the amplitude unity, we work through to the other, 
the condition that the chosen value of N satisfies being that there shall be no torque at 
that end. The form of the above expressions leads to a simple graphical construction. 

18. Consider Fig. 2, Plate 84. At the beginning of any step we have, since x = 0, 

0 ---- a COS "r 

£? M = pa sin 7 or - a sin 7 

7- 
If, now, we know at the beginning of any step the angle 0 and torque M, we can 

locate a point P which represents that  point of the shaft. 
It  is evident, then, from 11 and 12, that  the step can be represented by an arc of a 

circle drawn through P and subtending an angle equal to ml. At the other end of the step 

torque will be equal to QQ' x p ~ and the angle to OQ 1. the 

We may thus represent every point of the shaft lineup by a point in a diagram whose 
abscissa is equal to the amplitude of vibration at that  point and whose ordinate is equal 
to a constant times the vibration torque at that  point. This will be called the polar dia- 
gram of the shaft. 

It  will be convenient to modify slightly the above expression for ml, the angle sub- 
tended. We have in radians: 

mz = q)-J  V)-  
~l gGH ~//gG gl 

In degrees we have: 

360 ~/J- 
The part  4gC 

ml = 360 ~J-  N degrees. 

- -  can be calculated for each step and will be designated 4,. 

360 (13) 

19. If y be the ordinate of any point of the polar diagram, then the torque at the 
corresponding shaft point will be: 

(14) 
g 

y is in radians and to the same scale as the abscissas. 
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If PQ in Fig. 2, Plate 84, represents one step of the system, then it is evident that the 
initial point of the next step must lie on QQI, since the amplitude at the end of one step 
must equal the amplitude at the beginning of the next. 

Likewise, since the moments at end and beginning must be equal, we have: 

27rN ~ 1 / ~ -  QQ, = 2rc ~r-~-~Jg b Qt R 

Q'R y_~ 4CZY/~ (15) 
o r  Q = y o  = 4Cb Jb 

from which the initial point R of the next step can be determined. 

Concentrated Masses in a Step or between Two Steps 

20. Let there be located between two steps or at the end of the system a concen- 
trated mass of moment J,  and let O be the amplitude of vibration of the mass; then it is 
easily seen, by equating (3) and (14), that  the ordinate at the beginning of the next step 
is given b y - -  

4C~ J~ 2~ J o N (16) 

Due regard must be given in using this to the signs of O and y. 
In general we can say that  a concentrated mass in the polar diagram is represented 

by a vertical line of length 
27r J O N  

21. If between two steps, a and b, there is located a shaft considered to be without 
mass, or an elastic coupling of constant C, then it is evident that  this is represented in 
the polar diagram by a horizontal line. The amplitude at the beginning of the b step 
is given by: 

Ob = Oo 2~r4JoC~ C ~/g y~ N (17) 

and the ordinate Yb is given by (15). 
22. The procedure of calculation is as follows: 
The shaft is divided up into uniform steps and concentrated masses in such a manner 

as to produce a system having, as nearly as possible, the same characteristics as the original. 
For each of these steps the quantity ¢ given by (13) and ~lCJ is calculated. The 

step ratios ~/C-~ between two steps are calculated. If there are any concentrated 

masses, the constants of (16) are evaluated for each. 
Assuming a value for N, and an initial deflection OS (Fig. 2) the angle SOU = ¢~N 

is laid off to represent the first step, the ordinate UV multiplied by the step ratio to obtain 
the initial point, of the second step, etc. The vertical lines representing concentrated 
masses are laid in as we arrive at each. The diagram is thus constructed through from 
one end of the shaft line to the other. 

If the polar diagram covers 180 °, the value of N assumed is the 1-noded natural 
frequency; if it covers 360 ° it is the 2-noded natural frequency, etc. In the closing polar 
diagram the relative amplitudes of all points of the shaft are given directly and the moment 
at any point may be found by (14). 
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23. In Pla te  86 are the  constants  for the dredge Dan C. Kingman, original condition, 
and the closing polar diagram for 1-noded vibration. There are three s t eps - -main  
engine, engine to flywheel, and flywheel to generator center line; and three concentrated 
masses- -a i r  pump,  flywheel, and generator.  

Assuming OA = 10; AB is laid off equal to .00270N -- .0027 × 15.21 × 10 = .412; 
BC = ~,N = 4.99 × 15.21 = 76°; ordinate D = ordinate C × 2.32; ED = ¢ 2 N  = 7.3°; 
EF = 1.205 ON = - 1.205 × 1.0 × 15.21 = - 18.2; GF --- ¢~V = 3°; GH -- - .228 × 
1.3 × 15.21 = - 4 . 4 .  

Since the point  H is on the horizontal line, the diagram has covered 180 °, and 15.21 
is the 1-noded natural  frequency.  B y  the concentrated mass method  the calculated value 
of N is 15.31. The  value found b y  torsiograph tests was about  15.0. 

Computation Details 

24. The  division of the given shafting arrangement  into concentrated masses and 
uniform steps is made  so tha t  the  subst i tu te  system shall equal, as nearly as possible, the 
original arrangement.  Beyond  this it is difficult to s tate any rules. The examples given 
in the  plates il lustrate the  divisions made in those eases. 

The  same units must  be used for all quanti t ies throughout  the calculations. I t  is 
recommended,  if the  machinery is dimensioned in feet and inches, tha t  inch, pound, second, 
units be used. 

In general the computa t ion  of mass polar moment  of inertia offers no difficulties. 
Two  points, however,  require special at tention.  

Propellers.--The water  surrounding the propeller produces two effects. I t  dampens 
the vibration,  and the mass of the propeller is increased. The  amount  of this increase is 
uncertain,  bu t  it has been cus tomary  to increase the moment  of inertia about  25 per  cent 
to allow for it. Model  propeller experiments might be of value in this connection. 

25. Reciprocating Masses.--The action of the  reciprocating masses is highly complex 
in character  and cannot  be discussed fully in the  limits of the present paper. 

I t  m a y  be shown that ,  if a periodic force of given frequency acts upon a rotat ing 
sys tem containing reciprocating masses, the result is a series of vibrations, of the same 
frequency as  the  periodic force, these being the ones of greatest  amplitude, and also vibra- 
tions of less ampl i tude  bu t  higher frequency. As regards the vibrat ions of the same 
frequency, the  effect is the  same as if the reciprocating masses were replaced b y  rotating 
masses having a moment  of inertia equal to hwr 2, where w = reciprocating weight, r -- 
crank radius, h = a constant .  

T h e  constant  h varies slightly with the crank connecting rod ratio, bu t  is very  nearly 
equal to ~ ,  and may  be taken equal to tha t  for practical computat ions.  

The  connecting rod is divided up into a rotat ing and reciprocating par t  in the manner  
of engine balance;  this is, if w - weight of rod, I -- length, /1 - distance crank pin center 
to C. of G. of entire rod; then 

w @ = reciprocating part.  and 

26. Elasticity.--The greater number  of uncertainties in the calculations arise from 
The main assumptions tha t  must  be made regarding the elasticity of various parts. 
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crankshaft is the most important  of these. Formulae of varying degrees of complexity, 
for the equivalent stiffness of a crankshaft have been proposed by Geiger (25), Holzer (26), 
Timoschenko (29). We consider it doubtful whether  any formula for the stiffness of such 
a complex elastic structure as a crankshaft can be more than roughly empirical. The 
stiffness is dependent,  to a certain extent, on t h e  amount  of restraint at the bearings. 
Some of the formulae take account of this. The oil film between shaft and bearing un- 
doubtedly has the effect of increasing this restraint, but  to what  extent is problematical. 
On Plate 88 is given the simplest of the formulae, Geiger's. There are given also the results 
of twisting experiments made, at the New York Navy Yard, upon several crankshafts 
under various conditions of bearing restraint. The experimental results are expressed 
as the ratio of the stiffness of the crankshaft  to tha t  of a shaft of the same length and 
of diameter equal to the bearing diameter. 

27. I t  is customary for many  writers to use the term "equivalent  length," this being 
the length of a shaft of a given section having the same elasticity as the original. Geiger's 
formula is  given in this form. We consider it preferable to designate the stiffness of any 
par t  by means of the single constant "C . "  

The  value of G for steel has been taken equal to 11,800,000, the mean of a number  
of experimental tests. 

Care should be exerted that  parts are given as much elasticity as they really possess. 
For instance, in way of flanged couplings it should be assumed that  the shaft extends part  
way into the flanges and that  the remaining flange has a diameter no greater than that  
of the bolt  circle. In  way of keyed couplings it should be assumed that  the stiffness is 
tha t  of the shaft for one-half the length and that  of the collar for the remaining distance. 
I t  is impossible to give rules for all the special cases that  may arise in practice. The 
accuracy of results must  be dependent  to a certain extent upon the skill and judgment  
of the calculator. 

I I I .  V I B R A T I O N  I N  A M U L T I - C Y L I N D E R  E N G I N E  

28. In the calculations for natural  frequency no account has been taken either of 
the torque of tt~e cylinders upon the shafting, or of any damping forces, the condition for 
the existence of a normal mode of vibration being that  no external forces act upon the 
shaft system. We will now consider in detail the effect produced by these two sets of 
forces. 

The forces acting upon the elastic system of the shafting are as follows: Acceleration 
forces, proportional to the acceleration; torque forces, proportional to the angle of twist; 
the force of the periodically varying cylinder torque; damping forces. The first two of 
these are linear, tha t  is, are proportional to the cause producing them. For damping 
forces to be linear it is necessary tha t  they be proportional to the velocity. I t  is con- 
venient to assume for the present that  all damping forces are linear. We shall see later 
that  this is not  strictly true, but  that  results obtained on this supposition may  be properly 
modified. 

29. The principle of linear superposition plays a very important  role in the further 
s tudy of the Subject. For our purposes this principle may  be stated as follows: 

In  any linear elastic system the motion produced by two or more sets of periodically 
varying forces, acting simultaneously, is equal to the sum of the motions which would be 
produced by the separate forces acting alone, due regard being given to phase relations 
between the respective components.  
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The application of this principle to a multi-cylinder engine is obvious. 
First, all vibratory motions and forces are superimposed upon the mean constant 

torque and angular velocity of the shaft. 
Second, the motion of the shaft is equal to the sum of the motions which would be 

produced by the varying torques of the single cylinders acting alone. 
Third, the motion produced by a single cylinder is equal to the sum of the motions 

produced by the separate harmonic components of its turning effort curve. 
As previously stated, due regard must be given to the phase relations between these 

components; that  is, they must be considered as vector quantities. 

The Torque Curve of a Single Cylinder 

30. The torque produced by a single cylinder may be divided into two parts: 
Torque produced by acceleration forces of the reciprocating masses. 
Torque produced by the gas pressure. The harmonic components of these two torque 

curves will be found independently. 

Analysis of Indicator Cards 

31. In Fig. 1, Plate 89, are shown seven different indicator cards, covering a range of 
mean indicated pressure from 0 to 140 pounds per square inch. The curves given are 
identicM with a set of actual indicator cards, taken on a 4-cycle, 1,750 brake horsepower 
Diesel, only slight irregularities having been faired. 

In Fig. 2, Plate 89, are the turning effort curves constructed from these cards, for a 
cylinder of 1 square inch area and 1 inch crank radius. Curve 1, reversed, left to right 
and upside down, is the compression curve for all seven expansion curves. Over the 
remainder of the cycle, covering one revolution, the ordinates are 0 and have therefore 
not been drawn. 

32. Consider any function, y = f (x), which repeats itself in the intervals (0, 2z), 
(2z, 4z), (4~r, 6z), etc. We may call this a periodic function. The turning effort curve 
of an engine is such a function. For a single cylinder, in a two-cycle engine the interval 
of repetition is one revolution; in a four-cycle engine two revolutions. Fourier's theorem 
states that any such periodic function y = f (x), whether it is given analytically or graphi- 
cally, may be expanded as a series of the form: 

] (x) = F,, + F,, cos x + F~2 cos 2x + F,, cos 3x + . . . .  
+ F c l s i n x  + F a s i n 2 x +  . . . .  

The terms of the series are called the harmonic components of the given funetion. Fm 
is the mean height of the given curve. 

We have made such a harmonic analysis for each of the above seven turning effort 
curves. The first 24 harmonic components have been obtained. The results are plotted 
in the form of cross curves on a base of mean indicated pressure. In Plates 92 to 95 are 
the individual sine and cosine components t7, and F~. The order number on each curve 
refers to the number of oscillations per revolution and is half the number of the harmonic 
coefficient in the above equation. The above expansion may be written in the form: 

] ( x )  = F,~ + F r ,  sin (x +~/1) + F ~  sin (x +-r2) + . . . .  

F, 
where F, 2 = F s  2 + F ,  ~ and tan-r - F, 

In Plates 90 and 91 are the resultant coefficients F~. The above analysis is for a crank con- 
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necting-rod ratio of 4.25. The  results will not  be appreciably different for other  ratios, 
however. 

33. The  above results have been calculated for a four-cycle single-acting engine. 
T h e y  can be utilized for other  types  as follows: 

Two-cycle single-acting: No half order components  present. Mult iply components  
of other  orders by  2. 

We have not  as ye t  calculated the components  for the  lower haK of a double-acting 
engine. The  following rules m a y  be taken as being approximately correct for the lower 
orders of harmonics for the entire cylinder. 

Two-cycle double-acting: Only even numbered  components  present. Mult iply 
given coefficients by  4. 

Four-cycle double-acting: 

Orders 1, 3, 5, 7, etc., are 0 (or near ly 0)d 

Orders 1/6, 11/6, 21/~, etc., mult iply coefficients by 42. (Phase relations altered 
for these orders.) 

Orders 2, 4, 6, etc., mult iply coefficients by 2. 

Let  A be the  area of a single cylinder and r = crank radius. Then  any  harmonic 
component  of the torque of a single cylinder is equal to C X A X r. 

A similar analysis has been made by  Wydler,  using theoretical cards. The  analysis 
has  been carried to only the  sixth order instead of the twelfth. The  results to tha t  point 
are in fair agreement  with those given. 

Harmonic Components Due to Acceleration Forces 
34. 

Let  W be the reciprocating weight 

r = crank radius 
l 

1 = connecting rod length. - -  = X 
r 

= angular velocity of crank (radians) 
0 = crank angle from top center. 

Then  it m a y  be shown tha t  the turning moment  due to the acceleration of the recipro- 
cating masses is given by:  

M = -- Wg ¢° ~ r2 cos 0 + (-~ _~ s~-~0),/, j sin 0 + ~]X* -- sin20J (19) 

The  above expression m a y  be expanded directly as a series of the form, ~a, sin n O, 
and the  coefficient an, of each of these terms, will be the harmonic  component  of the 
turning effort curve of order n due to the acceleration of the reciprocating masses. 

We m a y  wri te '  
W Harmonic component = C - -  r 2 ~o ~ 
g 

The  values of C for various orders of vibration, and value of X have been calculated 
by  Mr. F. Por te r  and are given in the table on Plate 94. Usually only the first, second, 
and third  order components  of the inertia torque will be of sufficient magni tude to need 
consideration. 

The  resul tant  harmonic torque is found by  adding the components  due to gas pres- 
sure and inertia forces. If Ms is the sum of the sine terms of the harmonic torque (gas 
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pressure + inertia force) and Mc is the cosine component  (gas pressure only), then  the 
resultant  is given by  

M ,  = 4 M s  2 + Mc 2 

Mc 
and the phase angle v by  tan  ~ = M---~" In  adding the separate sine components  a t ten-  

tion must  be given to sign. If the inertia components  are so small tha t  they  can be neg- 
lected, the resul tant  coefficients of Plates 90 and 91 may  be used to find M directly. 

Vibration Produced by a Single Harmonic Component Acting at a Point of the Shaft. 
Forced Vibration 

35. At  speeds remote  from the critical speed, damping forces have little effect and 
m a y  be neglected. Under  these conditions the external harmonic torque causes a forced 
vibration of the  shaft system. 
torque. Tha t  is, if 

then 

The forced vibration is of the same phase as the harmonic 

M = M 0  sin pt, 

0 = 0 0  sin pt. 

The motion and torques in every  par t  of the  shaft system under  the influence of the 
external harmonic  torque m a y  be easily found by  means of the polar diagram. An example 
will i l lustrate this best. 

Dredge Kingman: To find the  ampli tude of vibration at the forward end of the engine 
and at the  generator, produced by  the  sixth order torque variat ion of No. 3 cylinder a t  
140 R.P.M.  

For  140 R.P.M.  N = 14 vibrations per second. 
Cylinder diameter  = 22". Crank radius = 16". M.I .P.  = 95 lb.-in. 2 
Harmonic  coefficient (see Plate  91) = 4.68 

Harmonic  torque = 4.68 × 16 × -~ × 222 = 28,500 in.-lbs. 

Fig. 1, Plate  96, shows the polar diagram. 

Start ing at  any  convenient  point H on the  horizontal axis and for N = 14, we con- 
s truct  the polar diagram backwards through G, F, E, D, C to P,  the  point representing 
No. 3 cylinder. The  step constants  are on Plate  86. In doing this the  engine step is 
split into two parts, CP being 3~/6 of the total. Likewise start ing at  any  point A, we 
construct  the diagram up to P,  representing the  same cylinder, B P  being 2½/6 of the full 
step angle. Ex tend  OP' and draw the  vertical PQ. From Q continue the diagram to A'. 
Then  B, Q, P,  C . . . H is the polar diagram of forced vibration and PQ or y represents 
the harmonic  torque of No. 3 cylinder. 

P Q =  y = 
M 

27r N A / C  J 
V g 

By equation (14) : 

28500 )< 19.63 
= .001923 radians. 

- -  -- 2~ X 14 X 33100000 

The amplitude at the forward end of the engine is then equal to 

OA 1 13.7 
- -  )< .001923 = - - '  X .001923 = .0110 radians. 
P(~ 2.4 

At the  generator  the ampli tude is 

o H  ~ X .001923 -- X .001923 = .001603 radians. 
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The maximum torque is in the flywheel shaft at point  R and is equal to 

OR 4 C2J~. 34.3 1 
p o × 28500 × ~/C1J-----~ -- ~ × 28500 x 2 ~  = 175,500 inch-lbs., 

which, it will be noted, is much greater than the cylinder torque causing it. 
If a closure of the polar diagram cannot be obtained with H to the left of O, it may  be 

obtained by starting to the right and drawing the diagram in the same manner  in a clock- 
wise direction from H and counterclockwise from A. 

36. To find the motion produced by the entire group of cylinders we add the motions 
produced by the separate cylinders. A single polar diagram will suffice to find these. 
This diagram for the above case is shown in Fig. 2, Plate 96. I t  is evident from the con- 
struction of the last figure that  the intercepts yl, y~, etc., will represent the harmonic 
torques of each cylinder. By the above example they are ali of the length .001923 radians. 
The ampli tude at the generator is therefore equal to 

~'~,H0 × .001923=.001923HO ~-~ 1__ = . 0 0 1 9 2 3 × 2 X  2.171 = .00835radians. , ~ d y  y 

The ampli tude at the forward end of the engine is 

Z a AO .001923 -~ × ~-~ = .001923 X 28.67 X .99 = .0546 radians. 

The  harmonic torque at R 

~/C----~2 Z 1 34.3 × 2.171 X 28500 
o R  × 28500 × 7 = 2 4  - -  

884,000 ineh-lbs. 

The ampli tude or torque at any other points may  be found in the same manner.  
I t  will be sufficiently accurate in many  cases to assume that  the harmonic torque of all 
the cylinders is applied at the center plane of the engine. In the above example we would 
have obtained in this manner. 

Ampli tude at forward end of engine: 

6 X ac × .001923 -- .0586 radians. 
yc 

Ampli tude at generator: 

6 × Oy~/× .001923 -- .00888 radians. 

Harmonic torque at R: 

6 × O_RR X 28500 ~ C ~ 2  = 972,000 inch-lbs. 
Yo 4ClJl  

37. If the concentrated mass method of calculation has been used, the forced vibra- 
tion produced by the cylinder torques may be found as follows. Let x be the motion 
at the forward end of the engine which is to be found. In Plate 85, instead of the motion 
at the forward end of the engine being assumed unity, let it be x. The table is then evalu- 
ated in the usual manner, carrying through the x and adding at each cylinder° its bar- 
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monic torque. Each term in the table will be of the form ax + b. The moment  beyond 
the last mass is found as an expression of tha t  form and equated to 0, giving the desired 
vMue of x. We will give an example illustrating this process later (Art. 70). 

Critical Speeds 

38. There must  exist throughout  the shaft a complete balance between all the forces, 
internal and external. The polar diagram illustrates this balance and shows how the 
forced vibration at all speeds assumes such a value as to balance the external torque of 
the cylinders. As N approaches the value which closes the polar diagram, the inter- 
cepts which represent the constant  harmonic torque of the cylinders become smaller 
and smaller and the forced vibration becomes larger and larger, until, at the critical speed, 
it would be infinite. Near the critical speeds a change of condition takes place, however, 
and the damping forces, which so far have been neglected, become of importance;  so tha t  
the ampli tude will be limited. 

In a single-cylinder engine we would have a critical speed corresponding to each of 
the harmonic components  of :its turning effort curve. There may  exist also in a multi- 
cylinder engine a critical speed corresponding to each of the harmonic components of 
the single cylinder curve. In  a four-cycle engine we may  therefore have a critical speed 
of every integral order and half order, such as 4, 4a/~, 5, 51/6; and in a two-cycle engine of 
every integral order as 4, 5, 6, etc. There is, of course, a succession of such critical speeds 
corresponding to each normal mode of vibration. 

39. I t  is convenient to divide the critical speeds into two classes. 
A major  critical speed is one whose order is equal to, or a multiple of, the number  

of firing impulses per revolution, provided the firing intervals are equal. All others are 
called minor criticals. The general explanation of minor critical speeds is as follows: 

Consider any given harmonic component.  Each cylinder produces a vibration due 
to this component  which is proportional to the ordinate of the normal elastic curve at 
tha t  cylinder. The normal elastic curve, defined in article 4, is found by the same calcu- 
lations that  determine the natural  frequency, its determination being an incidental par t  
of those calculations. 

There is a phase relation between the vibrations produced by the separate cylinders. 
This phase relation depends on the crank arrangement,  firing order, and the particular 
order of critical under consideration. 

For  major criticals the phase relation is 0, tha t  is, the vibrations given by the separate 
cylinders may  be simply added together. 

For minor criticals the vibration produced by each cylinder must  be considered 
as a vector quanti ty,  and the resultant vibration is the vector sum of the separate vibra- 
tions. This vector sum may be large or small, depending on how nearly the vibrations 
of the  separate cylinders come to cancelling each other. I t  thus happens that  in a given 
engine some of the minor cl-iticals may be large and others negligible. These minor 
criticals exist not  only in theory, but  they may in some cases be sufficiently powerful to 
break crankshafts. 

Amplitude of Vibration in the Critical Speed Produced by a Single Harmonic Component 
for a Single Cylinder 

40. Consider a shaft as shown in Fig. 3, Plate 84, either uniform or irregular as tO" 
mass and elasticity distribution. Let M represent the harmonic force applied at an~¢ 
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point and let a damping force be applied at any other point. The motion of every point 
of the shaft is harmonic. At the damping point let it be given by 0 = ~ sin pt and at 
any other point by 0 = 0, sin pt + Od cos pt. 

Both O, and 0d are functions of x, shaft length. The damping force is given by 

dO 
M = -- k d'--t- = -- kepcospt .  

At synchronism, since all forces of the normal phase balance, the harmonic torque 
dO, 

P must be of the same phase as the damping force - k ~ that  is, of the phase cos pt. 

The component of the motion 0a cos pt is of this same phase and is called the damp- 
ing component of the motion. The component of the motion 0, sin pt is called the normal 
phase of the motion and at any point of the shaft is the ordinate of the normal elastic 
curve. We note that  Oa is small compared with 0~, being of the same order of magni- 
tude as the stresses produced by the ordinary forces of the pistons, while 0, is of the order 
of magnitude of the stresses produced by a critical speed. 

41. The calculations for the amplitude of vibration in a critical speed are based 
on the following principle: 

The energy given to the shaft during one vibration by the harmonic forces must equal the 
energy absorbed by the damping forces. 

42. Let the motion at the cylinder be given by 0 = t~ sin pt + ~d cos pt; and the 
harmonic torque be given by M1 = M cos pt, M being the maximum value. 

Then the work done at the cylinder in one vibration is 

27r 
f 0  t ~ M cos pt dO = P cos pt (13 cos pt -- fl~ sin pt) dt K ~--fc 27g" 

or integrating: K = ~ M ~r (20) 

We note in particular that there is no work done due to the damping phase of the 
motion. I t  may also be easily shown that  there is no work done due either to the uni- 
form rotation of the shaft or its vibration with any other frequency than that  of the har- 
monic force. 

43. The work absorbed at the damping point is given by 

if 

f o  27r dO K = k-- -~dO 

0 = e sin pt 

we find K = kE2p~r (21) 

44. Let a be the amplitude of vibration at the forward end of the engine. Let a, 
/L ~, etc., represent the actual amplitudes of vibration, and 7, ~, ~ the amplitude in inches 
in the normal elastic curve at the corresponding points. 

Since ~ ~ ¢ ~- (22) = a and ~- 
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we find, for equation (20) 

and for equation (21) 

K = a _--- M= (23) 

m 2  

K= a 2-kp= (24) 
----2 

45. Equating (23) and (24), the amplitude at the forward end of the engine is obtained: 

M a 
= kp -~  ~ (25) 

I t  should be noted that  the motion a is 90 degrees in phase behind the force M, as 
shown in Fig. 4, Plate 84. 

Extension to a Multi-cylinder Engine 

46. We show first how the phase relations between the torques given by the different 
cylinders may be obtained. As an example we take the shaft of an eight-cylinder four- 
cycle engine. 

For each order of critical a phase diagram may be constructed, which represents the 
phase relation between the torques of the various cylinders; 360 degrees in these diagrams 
represents one complete vibration. For critical of order ~ there will be one complete 
vibration in two revolutions. Therefore 90 degrees in the shaft diagram is represented 
by 45 degrees in the phase diagram. 

Referring to Plate 97, there is shown first the crank arrangement. For critical of 
order 1/~ it is evident that  the cylinders come into action 45 degrees apart and in the same 
order as the firing order. The phase diagram for order 1/~ is shown in (a). For order 1, 
a cylinder must pass over double the phase diagram angle to be at top dead center that  it 
did for order ~/~. We therefore construct the diagram for order 1 by doubling the angles 
of diagram (a). Diagrams c, d, e, etc., for the successive orders are constructed in the 
same manner by multiplying the 1/~ order diagram angles, by 3, 4, 5, etc. After reaching 
the fourth order, the diagrams repeat. That  is, order 4]/~ is the same as 1/~; 51/~ as 11~; 
etc. We note that  for orders 4, 8, 12, etc., the phase relation is 0, as before stated; that  
is, the cylinders act simultaneously. 

We may construct in the same way the phase diagrams for any crankshaft arrange- 
ment and firing order, on any type of engine. These phase diagrams represent, funda- 
mentally, the phase relation between the harmonic torques of the various cylinders, but 
since the motion of each cylinder is 90 degrees in phase behind its torque the diagram may 
also be taken as representing the phase relations between the vibrations given by the 
separate cylinders. 

Motion Given by the Entire Group o/ Cylinders 

47. For each cylinder number n the motion at the forward end is given by equation (25) 

M ex m 
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For the entire group we may  therefore write 

M a m M a  
~.a,,= a =  ~ 'kp  ~ 0,,= kp ~ ~~" ( 2 6 )  

By the summation sign ~ we mean the vector sum, each cylinder being given its 
position according to the phase diagram. 

Since the vibration a. produced by each cylinder is 90 degrees behind its harmonic 
torque in phase and is proportional to f. ,  it follows that  the resultant motion a will be 
90 degrees in phase behind yr. ,  if we give to ~. for each cylinder the phase of its har- 
monic torque. 

From the above it follows that  for linear damping forces the phase of the resultant 
motion is so fixed with respect to that  of the harmonic moments  of the cylinders that  the 
work done by these moments  is a maximum. 

Equat ion (23) gives the work done by a single cylinder. In  consequence of the 
above we may  write for the entire group: 

a in this equation is in radians. 
a in degrees. 

K = M~r _--% z fl (27) 
Ot 

I t  will be convenient to express the equation with 

M ~  -2 

K -  180 ~ z d  (27a) 

K is the energy given to the shaft during one vibration by the harmonic forces of 
all the cylinders. E3 is the vector sum of the amplitudes of vibration in the normal 
elastic curve, each cylinder being given the angular position determined by the phase 
diagram. 

I t  will be noted that ,  strictly speaking, the above is t rue only for a single linear damp- 
ing force, but  we will assume equation (27) to hold both for nonlinear and distributed 
damping forces. These assumptions make a practical solution possible and the error 
involved in them is very slight. 

Damping Forces 

48. Damping forces may  be divided into two classes: External forces such as the 
damping effect of the propeller or generator due to its torque variation with varying 
speed. Engine friction and friction in shafting, etc., also air friction; damping due to 
vibration of engine. 

Internal  forces: Elastic hysteresis in the shafting; working in the shaft couplings 
and clutch, etc. ; damping in elastic couplings; play between crank pins and rods. 

49. Damping Factor of a Marine Propeller. 
Let Q be the propeller torque. 

dQ 
Then the damping factor k is determined by the equation k = d-o;' ~ being the angular 

velocity of the shaft in radians per second. 
In Fig. 6, Plate 84, is shown a torque revolutions curve, which may be drawn for a 

given ship, either from its known propulsive data or by assuming that  Q varies as R ~. 
We wish to evaluate k at a point such as P.  The value of k cannot be determined directly 
from this curve, however, since, in obtaining it, the ship speed has been assumed variable 
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and the slip constant; while for the small speed variations that take place when the shaft 
vibrates, the ship speed will be constant and the slip variable. 

The value of ~ for constant ship speed and variable slip may be found by utilizing 

the model propeller experiments of D. W. Taylor, given in "Speed and Power of Ships." 
Let s = slip; p = pitch; R --- revolutions per minute; V = speed in knots. 
Let the m subscripts denote the corresponding properties of the model of the propeller. 

o__Q oQ m 
We have Os _ Os (a) 

the slip being the same for each. 
Q Qm 

lOl~v therefore OR R 
pR = 1 - - s  0--7 = 1 - - s  

OQ o Q o R 0 Q R also R = 60 
o - 7 = o 7 [  " o - 7 = o - - k  " 1 - s  

Substituting (c) in (a) we find: 
OQm 

(e) 

k = O_Q_Q = __60 Q(1-s)__.~os (28) 
0~ 2z  R Qm 

In Figures 185 to 208 of "The  Speed and Power of Ships" are given curves of Q 
and s for model propellers. Taking a model propeller similar to the ship's propeller, we 

0Qm / 
.evaluate from the proper curve 0----7 Qm and then determine by equation (28) the 

factor k. 
This analysis takes no account of purely frictional effects, which will be small com- 

pared with the above. 
50. Damping Factor of a Generator: 
Let E -- total E.M.F. of generator (terminal voltage + internal drop). 

Ec = counter E.M.F. of driven machinery (motor or storage battery, but not 
an external resistance). 

Ia = current. 
R = revolutions per second. 

Then it may be readily shown that as an approximation, 

dQ = k = 1.409 E 2 Is 
d--~ 2 ~r (E --  Ec ) R 2 (29) 

inch, lb., second units. 
from which k may be evaluated if the necessary data are at hand. 

Frictional Damping 

51. The friction of engine and shafting may be divided into two parts: A constant 
part independent of velocity; a variable portion which may be considered as being a 
function of the velocity. 

The portion of the friction which is independent of the velocity can have no damp- 
hag effect. This point is important. The constant engine friction is balanced by a por- 
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tion of the constant mean torque. The result is obvious likewise when we consider that  
the applied torque is a harmonic force and that  this must be balanced by harmonic forces. 
A constant force cannot balance a harmonic force. 

I t  is extremely difficult to determine whether the friction varies with the engine 
speed. An analysis of test results indicates that  the variation is slight, if any. We 
have made calculations which indicate that, even if as much as one-half the total friction 
is variable, the damping effect produced by this is only a small part of the necessary total 
to produce the observed amplitudes of vibration. We have accordingly neglected engine 
friction in all calculations for amplitude. The air friction effect is likewise very small 
and can be neglected. 

Elastic Hysteresis 

52. By elastic hysteresis is meant the absorption of energy that occurs when a metal 
is taken through a cycle of stress changes below its elastic limit. This absorption is 
due to the fact that  Hooks law is not exactly true, and that  the stress-strain curve of a 
bar taken through a cycle of stress changes is a closed loop. The area of this loop is the 
energy absorbed per cycle. 

The elastic hysteresis of steel has been investigated by several experimenters, but the 
results which can be utilized for our purposes are very meager. The most important 
are given in a paper by Rowett  (14). 

The experiments of Rowett were made on thin walled mild steel tubes, stressed alter- 
nately in torsion to a point below the elastic limit. I t  was found that  the hysteresis 
energy loss varied as a power of the stress range between the square and the cube. 

In Plate 98 are plotted the results of Rowett, converted to English units for con- 
venience. Up to about 8,000 pounds per square inch, the data are fitted fairly well by 
the curve: 

1.37 ~2 s fS2.~ K - - ~ . b -  = (30) 

S being the stress amplitude or one-half the stress range. 

Beyond 8,000 pounds per square inch the hysteresis increased at a much faster rate 
than given by the equation, so that  for higher stresses we can only estimate the losses. 
The experiments of Rowett were made with but a single quality of mild steel. I t  is not 
known how the hysteresis will vary with the composition or heat treatment. Results 
based on this data must therefore be accepted with due caution until further experimental 
information on the subject has been obtained. 

Calculation of the Hysteresis Loss in an Actual Shaft System 

53. Let rl be the outer and r, the inner radius of a hollow shaft. Then the hysteresis 
loss, per unit length, assuming equation (30), will be found by integration to be: 

2 7r /S~ .  3 r14.a _ rp .~  (31) 
K = 4-73 rl,.3 

1.37 
/ being the hysteresis constant 10~0 

If we find the hysteresis loss in the shafting for 1 degree amplitude at the forward 
end of the engine, and if this is K~, then the energy absorbed for any other amplitude a 
will be 

Kt a 2'3 (31a)  
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Let a be the abscissa of the forward 
ordinate of any point. Then if the shaft 
end, we find from (14) that  the moment  

M =  

end of the shaft in the polar diagram and :v the 
vibrates with 1 degree ampli tude at the forward 
at any point is given by 

( 2~r2N A/-CJ'~ (32) 
180 "]/ g ] 

by means of which the moment  at every point of the shafting can be determined. The 
stress at every point is then determined and by equation (31) the hysteresis loss in inch- 
pounds, per inch of length, a curve of which quant i ty  is drawn. The area of this curve 
is the total hysteresis loss per cycle, for 1 degree amplitude. 

Other Damping Losses 

54. There is a hysteresis loss due to the alternating vibration stress in the pistons 
and connecting rods. Our estimates indicate that  this is quite small, and accordingly we 
have neglected it. Another  ~ource of loss which might be of quite appreciable magnitude • 
would be due to any slight play in flanged or keyed couplings, clutch parts, etc. Since 
the torsional vibration moment  is of high magnitude, even an extremely small slip could 
absorb considerable energy. Such a loss should be practically constant for all amplitudes. 
There is at  present no rational method of estimating its magnitude. We do not believe 
that  the  loss due to any play between crank pins and connecting rods is of appreciable 
magnitude.  I t  would appear probable that  during these rapid vibrations the oil film 
acts as a solid and will not permit  motion. 

Calculation of the Amplitude of Vibration in Any Critical Speed 
55. In any critical speed the vibration attains such an amplitude that  the outgo of 

energy from the various damping factors equals the input  from the harmonic forces. We 
may plot a curve of the total damping losses in terms of a, the amplitude at the forward 
end of the engine, or find the equation of such a curve. Where this curve cuts the straight 
line for energy input  given by equation (27a) is the calculated value of a. If there is 
only one type of loss present, the ampli tude may be found by formula. For propeller or 
generator damping it is given by (26). For hysteresis loss only, let K~ be the hysteresis 
energy loss for 1 degree amplitude, then for any ampli tude a we have by (31a): 

K =/(71 a~.8 

If K, is the energy for 1 degree ampli tude given by (27a), then equating we have: 

1"3~//-Z~ (33) ~ =  

Calculations for amplitude of vibration in the critical speeds cannot be made with 
the same degree of accuracy as t.hose for position of the critical. The calculated amplitudes 
come somewhat too large, indicating tha t  all sources of energy loss have not  been taken 
into account. When more complete and accurate data are obtained regarding the hystere- 
sis, creep, and other losses, it is to be expected that  better  agreement will obtain between 
the calculated and observed amplitudes. 

56. In Plates 99 and 100 are the calculations for the amplitude of the eritieals of the 
two-noded vibration, surface condition, of a submarine engine. 

In  Plate 99 are shown the polar diagram, shaft arrangement, normal elastic curve, 
torsional moment  curve and hysteresis curve. In this arrangement the propeller ampli tude 
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is small in comparison with the ampli tude at the engine, with the result that  propeller 
damping is very small and can be neglected. The only remaining source of loss which has 
been taken into account is the hysteresis loss. 

On Plate 100 are the calculations. In columns 1 and 2 are given the orders of critical 
and revolutions per minute  corresponding. Column 3 is the estimated propeller torque 
at  each of these speeds. Column 4 is obtained by adding the frictional torque. In column 
7 are the harmonic coefficients obtained from Plates 90 and 91. The vector sums I: ~ are 
obtained from the phase diagrams of Plate 97 by giving to each vector of the diagram a 
length /~ found from the polar diagram. The vector diagrams have not  been actually 
drawn, but  the resultants have been obtained by taking horizontal and vertieal components. 

Since there is only one source of energy loss, the hysteresis, we may obtain the ampli- 
tudes given in column 11 by formula (33). In  column 12 are the amplitudes observed on 
torsiograph test. The minor critieals of 51/~ and 61/~ order and the 8th order major are 
the  only ones observed, and it will be noted that  these are the greatest ones by calculation 
and are all in about the same ratio to the observed values. 

The observed ampli tudes are in all cases less than the calculated ones. This is 
undoubtedly due to all sources of energy loss not  being taken into account. Of these 
unaccounted losses those due to working in couplings or clutch are probably the largest, 
al though a part  may  also be due to engine friction. 

Effect of the Firing Order and Crank Arrangement upon the Amplitude of Vibration 

57. Reference to the phase diagrams of Plate 94 shows that  the vector sum ~-~ and 
consequently the ampli tude of certain of the minor criticals are affected by the crank 
arrangement and firing order. 

In  the eight-cylinder, four-cycle engine we have discussed, the half-order criticals 
are affected. With the given crank arrangement there are eight possible firing orders. 
The phase diagrams for these eight orders are shown in Plate 101, and 2:-~ is marked on 
each. I t  will be noted tha t  as regards the 51/~ and 61/~ order vibrations, arrangement 7, 
the standard firing order, is the worst possible, and arrangement 4 the best. 

If not  only the firing order but  the crank arrangement can be chosen, much wider 
possibilities exist for the reduction of minor critical speeds. In a two-cycle engine, since 
there is no choice of firing order, this is the only course open. 

We note tha t  in a six-cylinder, four-cycle engine there is possible one balanced crank 
arrangement and four firing orders; in an eight-cylinder engine four balanced crank arrange- 
ments, each having eight firing orders; and in a ten-cylinder engine twelve balanced crank 
arrangements, each having sixteen firing orders. Of course, many  of these crank arrange- 
ments  or firing orders would be unsuitable for other reasons, such as groups of cylinders 
firing in succession, high inertia moments  in framing, etc. In the eight-cylinder engine 
discussed, the 51/6 and 61/~ order critieals could have been reduced to about 15 per cent 
of their original value by the use of a somewhat different crank arrangement as well as 
firing order. 

Range of the Critical Speeds 

58. We have shown how the ampli tude of forced vibration can be calculated at speeds 
removed from the critical speeds and the ampli tude in the synchronous speeds estimated. 
The serious-vibration does not  occur at a single point but  may be spread over a consider- 
able range on both sides of the true synchronous speed. This range of the critical speed 
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may  be from a few revolutions to twenty or more. By an extension of the foregoing 
methods the ampli tude at any speed, and consequently the range of the critical, may in 
theory be,. calculated, but  this analysis is not  as yet  in a satisfactory state. In  avoiding 
critical speeds, allowance should be made not  only for the range of the critical but  for 
possible errors in its calculated position. 

IV.  TYPES OF I N S T A L L A T I O N  AND T H E I R  V I B R A T I O N  CHARACTERISTICS 

59. So far as their torsional vibration characteristics are concerned the majori ty  of 
Diesel engine installations fall into one of the following classes: 

(1) Installations in vessels with engines amidships and a long shafting line to the 
propeller; with slow or medium speed engines of long stroke. 

(2) The same class of vessel with engines aft or with comparatively ,;hort shaft lines. 
(3) "Shor t  connected"  arrangements such as engine-driving generator, centrifugal 

pump,  etc., with little shafting between engine and driven unit. These engines are usually 
of the medium or high-speed type. 

(4) Geared drive and other miscellaneous applications. 
60. The machinery of the Seekonk may be considered as be![ng typical of an installa- 

tion of the first type. The vessel was described in a paper by Mr. J. C. Shaw before 
the society last year. 

The engine is of the Burmeister and Wain, four-cycle, single-acting, long-stroke 
type, with 6 cylinders 291/~-inch bore by 59-inch stroke; and develops 2,300 indicated 
horsepower at 85 revolutions per minute. Behind the engine is a 91/~-foot diameter by 
24-inch face flywheel, and 140 feet of shafting to the propeller. We estimate as follows: 

Moment  of inertia of flywheel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  90,500,000 in. 2 Ibs. 
Moment  of inertia of engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  8P,000,000 in. 2 lbs. 
Moment  of inertia of propeller plus water a l lowance. . .  25,000,000 in. ~ lbs. 
Moment  of inertia of line shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :[,360,000 in3 lbs. 
C for shafting, flywheel to propeller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22~700,000 in. 2 lbs. 

(stiffness equivalent to 1,580 in. of 131/~ in. shafting) 
C for ,engine shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  267,000,000 in.-lbs. 

The 1-noded natural  frequency may be easily found by equation (7), considering 
'engine and flywheel masses as fi ,  propeller as J2, and elasticity only in line shafting we 
have:  

1 / 3 8 : i  X 22700000 X 204500000 
N = ~ i V  25000000 x 179500000 3.]t8 

The third order critical speed will therefore be at  

3.18 X 10 = 63.6 R.P.M. 

This speed is not  far removed from the operating speed. I t  must  be ~one through 
in starting and stopping, and the engine is likely to be operated at that  point  in slow-speed 
running. I t  is therefore of interest to determine the ampli tude of the critical at 62 revolu- 
tions per minute.  

The mean engine torque at 85 revolutions per minute  is: 

63030 X 2300 
85 ~- 1,707,000 in.-lbs. 
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The propeller torque at 62 revolutions per minute approximately: 

1707000 X \85]  X .75 -- 872,000 in.-lbs. 

The resultant harmonic coefficient for 90 pounds M.I.P. is 22.5; cylinder area, 660 
square inches. 

The harmonic torque, 3rd order, entire engine, is 

22.5 × 660 X 29.5 × 6 -- 2,630,000 in.-lbs. 

For the propeller damping factor use formula (28). 

OS 
We find ~ = 4; therefore 

60 872000 
k = ~ X 62 X . 9 × 4 =  483,000 

- 

25000000 1 
~ 179500000 7.17 

Using equation (25) for the engine amplitude, we have" 

2630000 1 
a -- 483000 X 2~ X 3.1 × L - ~  = .00525 radians. 

The propeller amplitude will be .00525 × 7.17 -- .0377 radians. 
The total shaft twist .0377 + .0052 -- .043 radians. 
The torsional moment due to this is .043 X 22,700,000 -- 977,000 inch-lbs. 
Comparing this with the mean engine torque we see that this critical is of very small 

amplitude. We may run directly in it without occasioning any noticeable vibration or 
unusual stresses in the shafting. Consideration of the foregoing calculations will show 
that  this small amplitude is due to the relatively large moment of inertia of the engine 
and flywheel compared to that of the propeller. In consequence, the amplitude at the 
propeller is large compared with that at the engine. The result of this is that  an arrange- 
ment of this type, provided the engine and flywheel masses are several times the pro- 
peller masses, is inherently self-damping so far as 1-noded vibrations are concerned. It  
would be as well, nevertheless, to design such an installation so that  the principal operating 
speed is not directly at a critical. 

To find the 2-noded natural frequency we will need to use a more refined method of 
calculation. We take engine shaft as step 1, flywheel concentrated; line shaft as step 2, 
propeller concentrated. The constants for this arrangement, and the 1 and 2 noded 
polar diagrams, are given on Plate 102. For 1-noded vibration N -- 3.1, agreeing with 
the value previously obtained. For 2-noded vibration N -- 10.8. The 3d order critical 

60 
speed is therefore 10.8 × - ~  = 216 R.P.M.; 6th order 108 R.P.M.; and 9th order 72 

R.P.M. 
Inspection of the polar diagram shows that the propeller amplitude is small compared 

with the engine amplitude. The critical speed is practically that of engine and flywheel 
alone, and is affected little by propeller masses. There will be only hysteresis damping 
present, and we would therefore expect any critical speeds to be of large amplitude. We 
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would not  expect the 9th order critical to be serious, however, although if the 6th had 
been slightly lower it would probably have caused trouble. Due to a shorter stroke, the 
major i ty  of Diesel engines would have their 2-noded critical,; higher than that  of the 
example given, and any dangerous criticals of this type would therefore be above the 
operating range. They  may  be avoided, in any case, by keeping the flywheel as close as 
possible to the engine and making the crankshaft of sufficient diameter to keep dangerous 
2-noded ciiticals above the operating range. 

61. As an example of the second type of installation we will consider the above example, 
altered by moving the engine aft 101 feet, that  amount  of line,, shafting being removed. 
The " C "  of the remaining shafting is therefore 

1580 
22,700,000 X 868 - 97,600,000. 

The 1-noded natura l  frequency will be approximately: 

A/97600000 3.18 × '1/ ~ - 6.60 vibrations per second. 

60 
The 8d order critical will be at 6.6 X ~ = 182 R.P.M. and the 6th order at 66 

R.P.M.  
Provided the masses of the engine and propeller are of the proper relative amount,  

this type of installation has, for its 1-noded criticals, the same self-damping quality as 
the first type discussed. But,  due to the shorter shaft line in which to take up the twist, 
a critical of given ampli tude will mean much higher shafting stresses than it would in the 
first type. Care should be taken, therefore, that  at least the 1st and 2nd major criticals 
are not  near the usual operating speed. 

The 2-noded vibration in the second type of installation is practically identicM with 
that  of the first, and the same remarks therefore apply. 

Minor eriticals will usually be of small importance in either the first or ,;econd classes 
of installation. There can be no 1-noded minors, since the cylinders all vibrate with 
equal ampli tude and the vector diagram therefore cancels. Any ,;erious 2-noded minors 
will usually be above the operating range. 

62. I t  is in the third type of installation that  the majori ty of the difficulties due to 
torsional vibration in the Diesel engine have been experienced. A characteristic of this 
type is that  it has little of the self-damping feature of the first two, the damping in many  
cases being practically limited to hysteresis in the shaft. In consequence, any criticals 
present are likely to be of large amplitude. The first major critical will usually be above 
the operating speed but  majors of even high order may cause trouble. Criticals of as 
high as the twenty-fourth order have been found on torsiograph records. Due to the 
unequal action of the cylinders, minor criticals will be present. I t  :is possible for minors, 
especially those of low order, to be of greater ampli tude than majors. Due to the relative 
short shaft line, a critical of given ampli tude results in a greater shafting stress than in 
the first two types. Any installation of this type, unless identical so far as mass and 
elasticity distribution are concerned, with a known successful installation, may be con- 
sidered as being liable to serious torsional vibration. 

We have already given two examples of installations of this type, the dredge Dan 
C. Kingman and others, and the submarine engines. The dredge installation consists 
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of a 6-cylinder 1,000 horsepower four-cycle Mclntosh  & Seymour engine driving a flywheel 
and generator. The generator is designed to operate at 150 revolutions per minute,  and 
the engine is held to tha t  speed by a governor. After several shafts had failed in service, 
by fracture in the journal nearest the flywheel, torsiograph tests were made and it was 
found tha t  a severe 1-noded, 6th-order critical existed at exactly the operating speed. 
In order to raise this critical speed above the operating range the following changes have 
been made in the installation: 

Crankshaft  diameter increased from 13 to 14 inches; generator shaft increased from 
15 to 18 inches; flywheel shifted 441/6 inches toward engine. The altered arrangement 
and its polar diagram are shown on Plate 87. The 6th-order critical has been raised 35 
revolutions per minute  by these changes, and the engine now runs very smoothly and is 
entirely free from dangerous critical speeds. 

Geared Drives 

63. The geared Diesel drive is a comparatively recent development in marine engi- 
neering, and there are as yet  but  few installations of this type in operation. When one 
recalls the numerous difficulties experienced with the geared turbine, a machine whose 
torque is practically constant, it will be seen that  the application of gears to the Diesel 
engine, whose torque is highly irregular, is not an easy problem. There are certain special 
dynamic conditions tha t  must  be met  in a geared drive, and, unless they are satisfied, 
failure will result. Failure will almost inevitably result from stringing together a com- 
bination of engine, flywheel, gears and driven machinery in haphazard fashion without  
regard to the dynamic problems they may  involve. 

Jus t  as in the steam turbine, the first condition of success may be said to lie in having 
good gears, accurately cut, and of sufficient size to carry the load. 

The second condition for the operation of a geared Diesel drive may  be stated as 
being " T h e  Condition of Positive Torque."  I t  is essential that  the torque at the gear 
faces shall not  pass through zero, otherwise the teeth will separate and pound. I t  is 
doubtful  whether  even the best of gears will stand up long when the teeth are first separat- 
ing and then knocking together several times per revolution. To meet the condition of 
positive torque means, in effect, tha t  we must  avoid all critical speeds, even many  of those 
that  in a solidly connected drive would be considered as being of very small amplitude. 
I t  means, furthermore, that  we must  avoid these criticals with a very wide margin. 

64. The  calculation of the natural  frequency or torque relations of a geared drive 
offers no special difficulties. Ei ther  the concentrated mass or polar diagram method of 
computat ion may  be used. Assume we are working from engine to propeller and that  
the gear reduction ratio is three to one. Having arrived at the point in the calculations 
or diagram represented by the gear face, it is merely necessary to multiply the torque M 
by 3 and to divide the angle 0 by 3, and continue to the other end of the shaft from this 
new point. 

The torque variation at the gear face may be found by the methods of articles 35 
to 38 for determining the forced vibration. It will usually be possible to consider the 
arrangement as a three-mass system, mass one being engine and flywheel, mass two gears 
and extra flywheel, ff any, and mass three, propeller or other driven machinery. This 
method will give the i and 2-noded forms of vibration; the 3-noded form is often nearly 
that of engine and flywheel alone and is found most easily by means of the polar diagram. 
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We must consider the critical speeds and torque variations of each of the several 
orders of vibration in each of the several modes. The condition of positive torque states 
that  the torque variation must be less than the mean torque. We must therefore be 
certain that  the sum of the variation due to all these orders of vibration will be less than 
the mean torque at any speed within the operating range. In an actual case it will be 
found that  the work is not so complicated as the above general rule would make it appear, 
for many of the critical speeds will be remote from the operating range. 

65. It  will be found to be extremely difficult in many cases, while using connecting 
shafting of ordinary dimensions and keeping the criticals above the operating range, to 
satisfy the condition of positive torque. This difficulty has led to the use of the so-called 
"quill shaft drive." The device has been previously used for geared turbines. The 
pinion shaft is bored hollow and extends aft alongside the line shaft. The reduced diam- 
eter quill shaft is' fastened to the engine aft of the flywheel, passes through the hollow 
pinion shaft, and is connected to it by an arrangement permitting slight longitudinal 
motion at their after extremities. It  is generally necessary to fix an extra flywheel to 
the pinion shaft. The effect of this arrangement is that  the critical speeds are reduced 
far below the operating range. The engine and flywheel can then respond to the torque 
variations by variations in the flywheel speed. The twist is taken up in the quill shaft, 
and the gears can run at a neariy constant speed and torque. This arrangement has met 
with complete success when applied to a single engine-driving gear. Examples of such 
a drive are the motor ships Havelland and Munsterland (35). A quill-shaft drive involving 
the use of step-up gears to a centrifugal pump has been recently constructed and is now in 
operation on the dredge Norfolk of the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific Co. 

The purpose of the quill shaft can be accomplished in some cases by the use of a 
torsionally elastic coupling (30). A coupling could be used in all cases were it practical 
to build one with sufficient torsional elasticity. As it so happens, more elasticity can 
be introduced by means of the quill shaft than in any other way. /kn at tempt has been 
made on the Monte Sarmiento to drive a single gear by two engines tihrough quill shafts, 
but this arrangement proved unsuccessful from unexpected causes, and the vessel is now 
being operated with the engines directly connected to the gears (34, 35, 36, 38). 

V. E L I M I N A T I O N  OF V I B R A T I O N  

66. I t  is difficult to state any general rules for the elimination of critical speeds. Even 
slight differences in arrangement may demand a widely different treatment, and there 
are so many practical considerations that  enter the problem that each case must be con- 
sidered strictly oi1 its own merits. I t  is needless to emphasize that  ,changes should be 
made while the arrangement is on the draughting board, and not after construction, 
when they will cause delay and expense. 

There are three general methods of eliminating or reducing a given critical speed: 
(a) Shifting the critical speed either above or below the operating range; (b) damping 
devices, or damping by shifting the mass distribution; (c) eliminating or counteracting the 
exciting cause, that  is, the harmonic torque. 

The first method has been applied in the great majority of cases. A critical speed 
may be raised by increasing stiffness, which generally means increased shaft diameter, 
or decreasing masses; and is lowered by the opposite changes. All critical speeds belong- 
ing to the same mode of vibration, are altered in the same ratio. If all parts of the line 
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up are changed in the same proportion, the variation of all critical speeds is as the square 
root of that  change. The property of the line up "changed,"  is, of course, either stiffness, 
polar moment  of inertia or mass polar moment  of inertia. We may write: 

N1 'V J1 

As it is not  usually possible to change the entire shaft line up, the variation in critical 
speed is less than this; which means that  for any considerable change in the critical speed 
the alterations in the shaft arrangement may need to be of considerable magnitude. 

I t  is generally considered better practice to raise a critical speed above the operating 
range, if it is possible to do so, rather than to lower it. If the critical is lowered, the 
engine must  pass through it every time it is started or stopped, and even if this is only a 
momentary  operation the stresses arising may be dangerously high. 

The critical speeds may  sometimes be adjusted by the introduction of a flexible 
coupling having the proper amount  of torsional elasticity. There are a number  of types 
of flexible couplings manufactured.  The majori ty of them, however, being designed as 
misalinement couplings, are quite stiff in torsion and therefore not suitable if any con- 
siderable change must  be made. More torsional flexibility can usually be introduced by 
the use of a length of high grade alloy steel of reduced diameter than in any other way. 
Considerable change may sometimes be made by alterations in the dimensions or posi- 
tion of the flywheel. 

Damping 

67. The best known damping device is the Lanehester damper. This consists of a 
flywheel at the forward end of the engine, connected to the shaft only through friction 
surfaces. The flywheel tends to run at a constant speed, and, when the shaft vibrates, 
exerts a retarding influence by means of its friction surfaces. The ampli tude of the vibra- 
tion can thus be decreased. The device has had considerable application in engines of 
small power, such as motor  cars. For heavy Diesels it is more satisfactory to alter the 
criticals rather  than to damp them. 

Mr. F. Fox (21) describes a damper of this type applied to an 800-horsepower engine. 
G~mbel (27) describes several types of friction and hydraulic dampers. 

I t  is not  generally possible to alter an installation sufficiently for the second method 
of damping to be applied. We have seen that  certain types of installation have an inherent 
damping quality of this kind. 

68. The third general method of eliminating critical speeds consists in alterations 
in the exciting cause, the variable torque. I t  is impossible to alter the torque variation 
of a single cylinder, but  the cylinders may  be so arranged that  the harmonic components 
delivered by each tend to counteract each other. We have already seen how the minor 
criticals may be reduced in magni tude by a proper choice of crank arrangement and firing 
order. If, instead of the cylinders firing in even succession, a properly chosen set of 
crank angles be used, any one particular critical speed, major or minor, can be el iminated 
Wydler (28) proposed to accomplish this by dividing the engine into two halves and off- 
setting one, in angle, with respect to the other. This would not completely eliminate 
the critical unless all the cylinders vibrate with equal amplitude. We readily see that, 
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the general condition for the  complete  elimination of any given critical is tha t  the vector  
sum : ~  shall be zero. If  the  engine is of more than three cylinders, there are an infinite 
number  of crank arrangements  tha t  make  this possible. 

There are two outs tanding difficulties in w a y  of this method  of elimination: (1) while 
one critical was being eliminated others, which were before of small magnitude,  would be 
increased.; (2) the balance of the engine would be disturbed,  We do not  know of any  
actual  engine in which this scheme has been carried out, and mention it largely because 
of its theoretic interest. 

YI.  S P E E D  R E G U L A T I O N - - A C T I O N  OF THE F L Y W H E E L  

69. While the subject  of the regulating action of the f ls~heel  is not  directly con- 
cerned with critical speeds, it will be of interest to t reat  it here because of the  accuracy 
with which it may  be handled b y  the use of the harmonic coefficients. The  degree of 
regulation is defined b y  the equat ion 

maximum s p e e d - m i n i m u m  speed 
mean speed 

I t  is ordinarily calculated on the assumption that  the shafting is infn i te ly  rigid; 
also tha t  only the engine and its flywheel enter into the result. In a great many,  perhaps 
in the  major i ty ,  of eases, these assumptions will lead to results tha t  are very  far from 
the  truth.  The  degree of regulation is not  constant  throughout  the shaft  bu t  varies from 
point  to point. If  at  certain points of the shaft  there are nodes, the degree of regulation 
of those points  will be zero. A flywheel located at  or near a node would have no effect 
wha tever  in regulating engine speed, no mat te r  how heavy  it might be made. I t  is quite  
possible for a flywheel to be so located in an actual  installation. 

Let  a be the  maximum ampl i tude  of vibrat ion at  any  point  and ~ the degree of regu- 
lation. 

dO dO 
d-t = o~ p eos pt  d-t max. = a p 

= v m a x ' - - v m i n '  = 2 a p  = 4 a r r N  
v mean 2 7r N l 2 7r N 1 

N = vibrat ions per second; N t -- revolutions per second. 

or ~ = 2aX (34) 

where X is', the order of vibrat ion under  consideration. 
70. The  ampl i tude  a at  any  point  of an installation m a y  be found b y  the method  of 

articles 35 to 37. The  example given in article 35 shows how it may  be calculated for an 
installation of the " shor t  connec ted"  type.  As an example of another  type  we find the 
ampl i tude  at  85 revolutions per  minute  of the  S e e k o n k .  We take  the da ta  from article 60. 
At  85 revolutions per minute  p for the third order torque variat ion will be 

8 5 × 3  
p -- 27r N = 27r X 6------0--- - -  2 6 . 7  p2 = '715 
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If we consider the engine and flywheel as being disconnected from the line shaft, the 
amplitude will be given by equation (3) 

0 = M___g 

2630000X 384 
= .00786 

a = 179500000 × 715 

and the degree of regulation = 6 × .00786 = .04716. 
If full account is to be taken of line shaft and propeller, the method of article 37 is 

used. The work is given in the tabulation below: 

Mass. 

Prop. 

Eng. 

g 

46,600,000 

334,000,000 

0 

E 

- -  1 . 0 5 e  

g 

46,600,000 e 

--351,000,000 e 

~Jp~O 

46,600,000 e 

--304,400,000 .e 
+ 2,630,000 

C 

22,700,000 2.05 e 

Propeller amplitude 

Engine amplitude 

Shaft torque 

2630000 
= = .00863 radians. 

304400000 

a = - .00863  X 1.05 = - .00907  radians. 

= 46600000 ~ = 402,000 in.-lbs. 

Note that  the engine amplitude is actually greater than when the engine is at its 
critical speed of 62 revolutions per minute. The shaft torque, which is the better measure 
of vibration, is of course less. We should in theory take account in this manner of all 
the harmonic components acting upon the engine. It will generally be sufficient, however, 
to consider only the order equal to the number of firing impulses per revolution, unless 
we are near the critical speed of some other order. We should not lose sight of the fact 
that it is not usually essential to fix the degree of regulation with any great degree of 
accuracy, and that  in many cases the size and positicn of the flywheel are fixed by con- 
siderations quite other than those of the regulation desired. 
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DISCUSSION 

THE PRESIDENT:--Gent~emen, the paper is now before you for discussion. 

MR. JOHN L. BO@ERT, Member:--I think the thanks of the Society are certainly due to 
Mr. Lewis. He has given something that  every Diesel engineer, every man interested in 
reciprocating engines of any kind, will appreciate. That  is a paper which I want to study 
not for one day but for weeks. That  is my opinion about it. (Laughter and applause.) 

MR. JAMBS C. SHAW, Member :--Mr. Lewis has made a very valuable contribution to 
this interesting and important subject and is deserving of the thanks of the Society. 

His calculations in reference to the Seekonk are of a particularly personal interest. 
The conclusions to be drawn are that  the only critical speed to be concerned with in this 
vessel is that  of the third order which is below the operating speed. The reason that  this 
critical speed has not been observed is probably due to the rapidly passing over it when 
stopping and starting and its small magnitude for reasons stated. 
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Experience shows with vessels of this class that  torsional troubles are infrequently 
met with. Mr. Lewis' calculations, however, would indicate it possibly necessary to 
investigate the criticals when the machinery is placed aft, with short length of shafting, 
as done in tankers. 

In reference to the factor C for shafting, it is noted that  no account has been taken 
in the formula for variation in shaft diameter. I would like to know if Mr. Lewis could 
include this as an addenda. 

As an example where preliminary calculations would have been of much value might 
be cited the experience of the Cramp Company some ten years ago with some direct-drive 
twin-screw *,urbine destroyers in which small reciprocating compound steam engines were 
coupled in ahead at cruising speed. After they were in service it was found that they 
had a tendency to break their shaft connecting engines with turbines when running at 
approximately 250 revolutions per minute, the shafts becoming hot enough to be discolored 
before the break occurred. The calculation was fairly simple, due to the turbine rotor 
being relatively large, which could be considered infinite in comparison with the engine with 
cranks at 180 degrees. This showed the natural frequency of ~he connecting shaft so 
loaded by engine parts and clutch was exactly double the frequency of the steam impulses 
on the pistons. The remedy suggested was one of the methods in Mr. L,~wis' paper, in 
substituting for the solid shaft a hollow shaft of larger diameter which ra:ised the polar 
moment of inertia of the shaft. 

MR. RO:BERT HAIG, Council Member:--I have little to say. [ agree that  Mr. Lewis 
has given us enough here to set up technical indigestion (Laughter), but we have gone 
through some of the troubles that  he has told us about today. ~Ve were the builders of 
some dredges for the War Department.  The War Department found that they had to go 
to their sister department to help them out with their troubles, which they did very effectu- 
ally. We were in no way responsible, because we neither built the engines nor designed 
them, nor did we have anything to do with the generators or anything else that  was sent 
with them. :['hey were purchased by the War Department. I am explaining that  because 
in this paper :you see diagrams of the Dan C. Kingman shaft, which Mr. Lew:[s has used to 
illustrate his paper, and that is one of the dredges we built. 

These dredges ran their trial trips excellently, with no trouble: whatever, and one of 
them, which was sent down south after completing trials, was worked at lower revolutions 
and has run all right. But in three boats working up north, the revolutions per minute 
came into the critical zone, and the crank-shafts came to grief. 

Their troubles were similar to troubles that  had occurred elsewhere. As you probably 
.know, the government departments knew abundantly well that  when serious shaft failures 
started to happen in Diesel-engine jobs some years ago, they found that  the only people 
who then knew much about torsional vibration in Diesel engines were the Germans. They 
knew far more than anyone else knew. They had it down to a very fine science and were 
able to clear up a great many difficulties, clear them up very effectually, for the simple 
reason that  they had gone through them. 

In 1920 I happened to be over on the other side, and while there, a twin-screw job 
came back to the builders. The trouble was similar to what happened here, and to elimi- 
nate that  trouble they had to increase some of the shafts 2 inches. In those dredges I 
mentioned, I think they increased the shafts an inch and a quarter, or something like that  
(that is, the shafts aft of the crank-shaft), and, of course, renewed the broken section of the 
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crankshaft. They also changed the location of the flywheel and by that  means brought 
the shafting up to a condition where the critical zone was higher up, and the boat could 
operate at the designed speed without encroaching on the dangerous zone. 

I think, in this subject of the development of Diesel engines, the torsional vibration 
that  we have to look out for will require our very close attention. When we built steam 
engines and boilers, as all of us know, little thought was given to vibrations unless we had 
very high power and a light ship. The ship went away. It vibrated, and people said it 
was the fault of the builder, or the loading, but the ship went out. Today, when you 
install Diesel engines and set up vibrations in the hull, you must find out whether you are 
the transgressor, whether your engine is not wrongly designed, whether you have or have 
not provided for the conditions that  you get. 

All kinds of nostrums are put up to us: " I f  you hang this or that  on the ship, it will 
stop the vibrations," and so on, but those who have the time to investigate find that  very 
few of these cures do apply and do produce the results expected. It  is a condition that  can 
be very clearly met, but it must be gone into. 

Some time ago, when one of the outlying government departments asked for large 
Diesel engines for power purposes, people commenced to realize what they were going to 
meet with when they ran up into high speed with large units. That  had not been con- 
sidered, and it brought back to me what a very eminent builder once s ta ted-- they  found 
that  when they at tempted to build small Diesel engines that  went into higher revolutions 
per minute, they had to forget many things they had learned about large slower moving 
Diesel engines. 

The man who has come up from the small Diesel engines, such as our automobile 
engine, knows that. We have gone into this very thoroughly and are familiar with their 
experience and the results they have achieved. They got into vibrations that  would not 
allow their cars to run with comfort, and which simply meant a very short life for the 
machinery, and Diesel engineers will find, unless this subject has been very carefully dealt 
with, that  their engines will not ruh, and that  their engines will set up conditions that  are, 
to the man who stands outside, almost impossible to diagnose as to what is the trouble. 
But when you get right down to it, it is just one of the real fundamentals of engineering, 
and nothing more. 

I think Mr. Lewis has given us an enormously rich paper. The thing that  is valuable 
about the meetings of this Society and kindred societies is the meat contained in papers 
such as this that  men can sit down to at night and read and learn. I think, sir, we owe 
a debt of gratitude to Mr. Lewis for his very excellent paper. (Applause.) 

MR. H. SCHRECK, Visitor :--Professor Lewis has contributed a very valuable paper on 
torsional vibration of shafts. I have studied this paper and would like to make a few 
suggestions on various points contained therein. 

Professor Lewis has adapted for his calculations a method of converting crank-shaft, 
propeller shaft, etc., into a system of equal elasticity by introducing a constant " C "  for 
the various parts of the shaft, thereby leaving the length of the shaft the same as the actual 
length. This method is, as far as I know, different from all other methods of figuring criti- 
cal speeds used in this country and abroad. I personally think that  this method compli- 
cates matters unnecessarily against the older method on which we take the main diameter 
of shafting as standard and reduce all other parts of the system in length to this "s tandard 
shaft." 
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It  is surprising to me to note the difference in stiffness of shafts; that  is, calculated 
against actual shaft. However, it is valuable to note that  the stiffness of shaft as calcu- 
lated by the formula of Geiger agrees with the value determined on the; actual shaft when 
bearing clearance is small; that  is, similar to the condition on the Diesel engines in operation. 

The author states that  the stiffness is dependent, to a certain extent, on the amount 
of restraint at the bearings, and that  some of the formulae take account of this. May I 
ask which authority does this and where such information can be found in the literature ? 

In paragraph 27 the author tells how to figure the elasticity of flanged couplings. 
I may state in this connection that  I have always used the suggestion of Holzer to consider 
a flange coupling equivalent to a piece of shafting equal in length to the thickness of the 
coupling flange, and a diameter equal to the shaft diameter of which the coupling is a part. 
I have followed the suggestions of Prahm and Gflmbel to omit the length of shafting, which 
forms the seat of a flywheel, motor, propeller, etc. 

Calculations which I made on critical speed of two different engines, both 6--cylinder, 
4-cycle engines, using above stated rules, agreed very well with the actual conditions on 
these engines. The two engines were of widely different size and speed. I used in my 
calculations the above-mentioned data, and the same might, therefore, be of interest. 

I would like to ask Mr. Lewis about the effect of the external torque of the cylinders. 
In my calculations of critical speed, I did not consider the torque which is set up by the gas 
pressure and by the inertia forces. In other words, in figuring critical .speed, I have only 
considered the masses. Results obtained in that  way showed that  calculated critical speed 
and actual critical speed were so close that  the difference could not be detected without the 
use of a torsiograph. 

In this connection, I would like to refer to paragraph 38, where Mr. Lewis states that 
" t h e  constant harmonic torque of the cylinders becomes smaller, and the forced vibration 
becomes larger and larger until at the critical speed it would be infinite." Therefore, I 
think we are justified in neglecting, for the purpose of figuring the critiical speed (not for 
figuring the amplitude, but for figuring the critical speed), the gas pressure and forces set 
up by the acceleration. 

As to the historical development of the problem of torsional vibration, and tihe state- 
ment that  Dr. Bauer in 1900 was probably the first to show the danger of it, I wish to state, 
in remembrance of and respect to my former superior--Dr. Prahm, director of the Blohm 
& Voss Shipyard in Hamburg- - tha t  he was, to my knowledge, the first engineer engaged 
in research in connection with torsional vibration of shafts. As a matter  of fact, Dr. Prahm 
states in his paper (compare Bibliography 3, Translation) that  in 1899 he was given by 
Messrs. Blohm & Voss the problem of investigating the breaking of propeller shafts due to 
torsional vibration, and the statement referred to by Dr. Bauer was made in the year 1900. 

I think this is a small matter, but the greatest acknowledgment that  we have to make, 
among German engineers, is to Dr. Frahm, and I therefore wished to make this statement. 
(Applause.) 

CAPTAIN EMORY S. LAND (CC) U. S. N., Member :--This is an excellent paper. 
Having been "shipmates"  on one of the ships that  was mentioned here as having this 

torsional vibration (the U. S. S. Connecticut), and remembering very distinctly that  it was 
decided at that  time by the seagoing element that  all the trouble came from the structure--- 
due to the tail weaving and various other things--it  is interesting now to see how science 
has developed enough to determine that  it is inherent in the engine its,~lf, and probably 
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had little or nothing to do with the structure.  This was proven later, bu t  it was rather  a 
p reva len t  opinion tha t  some of the difficulty in those days  was structural .  

We also had difficulties along the same line with our submarines, as you  gentlemen well 
know, which brings me to the point  tha t  while the  Germans may  have been the only people 
tha t  knew anything abou t  it, I was under  the impression tha t  the  Swiss had a p re t ty  inti- 
mate  knowledge of these difficulties in Diesel engines. M a y b e  they  were of German 
extraction. (Laughter.)  Anyway,  they  knew something about  it and had arrived at  
somewhat  the same conclusion tha t  Mr. Lewis has arrived at as to the  solution; tha t  is, it 
must  be taken care of on the drawing-board and in the  design. The  engine must  be so 
designed tha t  this critical speed, if it is bound  to occur, will occur preferably beyond  the 
revolutions which you  are actual ly going to use in operating. 

They  also suggested, in 1920, the  flywheel cure. 
M y  main purpose in gett ing up here is to get a little information on something tha t  

may  have a bearing in aviat ion engines. We  do not  have the Diesel engine in heavier-than- 
air. We  are on the border  line in l ighter-than-air and we see possibilities in the  future  for 
Diesel engines in heavier-than-air.  

Are we to expect  these difficulties in the  short  shafts tha t  we have there ? If  so, per- 
haps Mr. Lewis can tell us how to avoid this torsiohal vibrat ion in the short shafts which 
we have in aviat ion engines. And is there an analogy to be  expected between the Diesel 
engine and the gasoline engine ? 

We do have t oday  certain difficulties with our aviat ion engines, in which there is a 
critical speed, and I am wondering if the answer is to go back  to the  drawing-board and 
find out  where this torsional vibrat ion occurs, or if it  does occur. I would be very  glad if 
Mr. Lewis would give us some information on that  point  or show us some line of develop- 
ment  which we can follow up, or if he has made  any  investigation of the aviation engines. 
(Applause.) 

MR. JOHN F. Fox ,  Visitor:--I wish to say tha t  we at  the  New York  N a v y  Yard  have 
been in very  close touch with Professor Lewis and his work. In fact, I think we can claim 
the credit for having s tar ted  him on his investigations back  in 1920. 

We have worked out  a large number  of submarine and other  installations, among them 
the dredges Dan C. Kingman and class, using Professor Lewis's method  of calculation. 
In every  case we have been able to hit the  critical speeds within one or two revolu- 
tions. 

The  main things to be considered in this subject  are: 
First,  the location of the critical speeds, or, in other  words, the natural  period of the 

shaft. 
Second, the orders of the critical speeds to be expected. 
Third, the relative violence of the  critical speeds, and in fact  the absolute  violence. 
Four th ,  the range of speeds over which each critical speed will extend. This is con- 

sidered of part icular  importance.  I t  has been found that  some of the critical speeds extend 
over  a ve ry  broad range and are very  violent. Other critical speeds, equally violent, extend 
over a very  short  range. 

The  paper  covers thoroughly  all the factors involved except the question of range. 
We  are all hoping that  Professor Lewis will continue his work  and give a little more 
information as to the  question of the  ranges over which each critical speed will 
extend. (Applause.) 
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MR. L1~wls : - -With regard first to the question of Mr. Shaw regarding the calculation 
of " C "  for shafts of varying diameter, I note tha t  this is given by formula (6). Each 
element of the summation refers to an element of shaft length of constant diameter. The 

-formula of Geiger for crank-shaft stiffness was given because of its simplicity. Formulas 
of possibly greater accuracy and taking account of bearing restraint will be found in Biblio- 
graphy (26) and (29). 

Mr. Schreck evidently misunderstands m y  s ta tement  regarding the effect of the 
torque due to the gas pressure. This only enters into the calculations for amplitude;  no 
account is taken of it in calculations for the natural  frequency. 

I confess to having no first-hand knowledge of the early history of the subject. The 
s ta tement  made, crediting the initial investigations to Dr. Batter, is quoted from Dr. 
Gfimbel's paper of 1901, Bibliography (3). 

In reply to the question of Captain Land I would state definitely that  these same 
troubles from torsional vibration are to be expected in aircraft, and that  the.' answer to the 
problem is just the one that  he has suggested, namely, go back to the drawing-board, make 
calculations to see what  may  be expected, and then remedy the difficulties, all before the 
engine is built. 

THE PR:~SIDENT :--Gentlemen, our thanks are due to Mr. Lewis for his very illuminat- 
ing paper upon a difficult but  very live subject. 

The next on our program is Paper  No. 10, " T h e  Launch of the Airplane Carrier U. S. S. 
Saratoga," by Mr. Ernest  H. Rigg, Council Member.  

Mr. Rigg presented this paper in abstract. 
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by Frank M. Lewis, Esq., Mer,~ber. 
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To illustrate paper on "Tots%hal  Vibration ~ the D@sel E,~gif~e," 
by Fra~th M,  Lewis ~, Esq., Member. 
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To illustrate paper on "Torsional Vibration in the Diesel Engine," 
by Frank M. Lewis, Esq., Member. 
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To illustrate pc, per on "Torsional Vibration in the Diesel Engine," 
by Fran.k M. Lewis, Esq., Member. 
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To illustrate paper on " T o r s i o n a l  Vibrat,ion ~n the Diesel Eng~me, 
by Frank M. Lewis; Esq., Member. 
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To ~llustrate paper on "Torsional Vibration in the Diesel Engine," 
by Frank M. Lewis, Esq., Member. 
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To illustrate pa.per on " T o r s i o n a l  Vibration in the Diesel Engine/' 
by Frank M. Lewis, E.sg., Member. 
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by F r a n k  M .  Lewis ,  Esq. ,  Member .  
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To illustrate paper on "Torsional Vibration in the Diesel Engine," 
by F~'ank M. Lewis, Esq., Member. 
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To illustrate paper on "Tors ional  Vibration in the Diesel Engine," 
by Frank M. Lewis, Esq., Member. 
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